Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) observations allow researchers to map elevations, analyze surface deformation, and even detect ground water level changes from satellites orbiting the Earth. The InSAR phase measurements are inherently wrapped between 0 and 2π. For most physical interpretation methods the phase measurements have to be unwrapped to reveal the full scale of the observations. The unwrapping of multi-dimensional phase data is still a field of active research and here we present an algorithm using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).
INTRODUCTION
EKF operates by making a prediction based on the current state, and verifying the prediction by incoming measurements in the control step. The prediction step combines information from previously unwrapped neighbors which is verified against the interferograms in the control step. In the smoothing step, the same EKF updates the result for pixels with 4 neighbors. Once the entire data is unwrapped modified Frankot-Chellappa (MFC) algorithm is utilized to estimate a path independent solution using only the gradients from EKF. The path independent solution is compared against the EKF result. The proposed algorithm is an improved version of our earlier work (Osmanoglu et al. 2013) . Presented results are compared to those of the conventional DEM generation method, namely a weighted average of individually unwrapped interferograms using the Statistical Cost, Network-Flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping (SNAPHU), as well as the results from 3-D Maximum-Likelihood Algorithm (3DMLE) (Costantini, 1998; Eineder and Adam, 2005; Crosetto, 2002; Chen and Zebker, 2001; Chen, 2001) . For the deformation analysis the EKF results are compared to PSI and SBAS.
DEM GENERATION
To demonstrate unwrapping of phase induced by topography from a multi-baseline dataset we used four TerraSAR-X interferograms over El Paso -Juarez (US-Mexico border). Interferogram selection was made such that the temporal separation was small and perpendicular baselines were favorable for topography reconstruction. Results are compared to a NED (National Elevation Dataset) 1/9 arcsec (~3m) DEM. EKF provides the best fit. Residuals and misfit is shown in Figure 5 . The misfit is a unitless measure of fit, defined as: where z denotes elevation and σ denotes expected standard deviation of the measurement. 
DEFORMATION ANALYSIS
23 Envisat ASAR images were used for the analysis of Mexico City subsidence. The PSI analysis used all the scenes, while the EKF, SBAS and NSBAS analysis used the interferograms shown in Figure 6 .
Some of the interferograms with long temporal baselines are unwrapped wrong due to rapid subsidence signal. Wrong spatial unwrapping causes the SBAS and NSBAS algorithms to underestimate the deformation. Results from EKF are compared to the results from PSI from an earlier work (Osmanoglu et al., 2011) . The results match rather well. Figure 7 with dashes lines.
CONCLUSION
We developed a new unwrapping method based on extended Kalman filtering to estimate topography and deformation time series from SAR images. Time series is generated using both spatial and temporal relations in the data set. Obtained results with real data show good agreement with other measurements. Future improvements will incorporate a non-linear deformation analysis.
